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Automotive Logistics UK Summit takes place as industry leaders
focus on the risks and opportunities posed by Brexit . A leading
provider of contingency logistics solutions, Priority Freight, sees
this event as an opportunity for industry leaders to cement their
strategy and view on how to protect and continue to grow the
£72-billion sector. Taking place on the 3rd and 4th of October
at The Grove, Chandler’s Cross, Herts, Priority Freight will be
attending the summit confident that the UK’s departure from the
EU will throw up new opportunities.
Taking the position that a realistic outlook and a strong network
of trusted partners around the globe will be the key to maintaining
growth during this period of uncertainty, Priority Freight, will be a
reassuring voice at the summit.
Stuart Stobie, Group Sales and Marketing Director at Priority Freight
said: “The automotive sector is moving at a rapid pace towards
electrification and connected vehicles, whilst still maintaining and
developing traditional fueled vehicles.
“Having worked for 20 years in this sector this is probably the most
exciting and challenging period ever. Priority Freight will continue to
innovate supply chain solutions that support our customers through

this exciting period of change and we look forward to meeting existing
customers at this event as well as hopefully some new ones.”
The summit will welcome senior executives from OEMs and their
tier suppliers, government officials, infrastructure financiers and LSPs.
They’ll meet to assess logistics and supply chain strategies in the light
of Britain’s future exit from the EU.
As a strategic partner for clients, Priority Freight’s mission is to
provide the most rapid, cost-effective and reliable door-to-door
logistics solutions – often in emergency and crisis scenarios. An
expert in expedited logistics with same- day delivery to minimise
downtime, to help its customers avoid significant financial losses
and potential reputational damage.
After celebrating its 20th anniversary last year, Priority Freight is a
rapidly growing logistics specialist, completing more than 100,000
expedited shipments each year. The company’s dedication to beating
deadlines and exceeding expectations has made it a leading
contingency logistics provider for automotive clients.
For more information on Priority Freight and their work, visit the
company’s website and YouTube channel, or follow them on Twitter.
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